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At least nine people in
Trump’s orbit had contact
with Russians during
campaign and transition

By Rosalind S. Helderman, Tom Hamburger and Carol D. Leonnig  November 5 at 10:50 PM

After questions emerged about whether campaign foreign policy adviser Carter Page had ties to Russia, President Trump

called him a “very low-level member” of a committee and said that “I don’t think I’ve ever spoken to him.”

When it was revealed that his son met with a Russian lawyer at Trump Tower, the president told reporters that “zero

happened from the meeting” and that “the press made a very big deal over something that really a lot of people would do.”

And, last week, with the revelation that adviser George Papadopoulos had pleaded guilty to lying to federal agents about his

efforts to arrange meetings between Moscow and the Trump campaign, the president derided him as a “low-level volunteer.”

While Trump has sought to dismiss these Russia ties as insignificant, or characterized the people involved in them as

peripheral figures, it has now become clear that special counsel Robert S. Mueller III views at least some of them as important

pieces of his sprawling investigation of Russian meddling in last year’s presidential campaign.

Documents released last week as part of Papadopoulos’s guilty plea show that Mueller’s team is deeply interested in the Trump

campaign’s operations, including possible links to Moscow, at even the lowest levels. And Mueller’s interest in Russian

contacts may extend to Trump’s business, as well, with the special counsel’s office recently asking for records related to a failed

2015 proposal for a Moscow Trump Tower, according to a person familiar with the request.

A key question in the investigation — and one that hangs over Trump’s presidency — is whether these instances add up to a

concerted Russian government effort to probe and infiltrate the Trump campaign, or whether they were isolated coincidences

and, therefore, inconsequential. Ultimately, Mueller must decide whether anyone in Trump’s orbit coordinated with the

Russians, and, if so, if such actions were illegal or just unseemly. Collusion itself is not a crime.
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The new court filings, along with recent interviews and other documents reviewed by The Washington Post, reveal more

details than were previously known about the extent to which Trump’s campaign became a magnet for people who believed

U.S. policy toward Russia should be retooled — and for Russians who agreed.

In all, documents and interviews show there are at least nine Trump associates who had contacts with Russians during the

campaign or presidential transition. Some are well-known, and others, such as Papadopoulos, have been more on the

periphery.

Trump’s onetime campaign chairman, Paul Manafort, had extensive ties to Russian business interests, remained in close

touch with a Russian colleague and discussed holding private campaign briefings for a Russian businessman close to Russian

President Vladi mir Putin.

A top Trump Organization attorney, Michael Cohen, corresponded through intermediaries with Moscow property developers

about trying to build a Trump Tower there.

Donald Trump Jr.’s meeting with the Russian attorney at Trump Tower in New York came after promises that the Russians

had dirt on Hillary Clinton they wanted to share with the Trump campaign. Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, was also at

that meeting, as well as a December encounter with Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak in which Kushner discussed setting

up a secret communications channel between the Trump transition team and the Kremlin.

In testimony to the Senate Intelligence Committee, Kushner denied suggesting a secret back channel or use of any Russian

facility to communicate, other than for one conversation during the transition. He told the committee that the conversation

came in response to a question from Kislyak about how to transmit secure information about policy in Syria.

Papadopoulos repeatedly tried to work with Russians to set up a meeting between Trump and Putin. Page traveled to Moscow

during the campaign. Another foreign policy adviser, J.D. Gordon, met with the Russian ambassador on the sidelines of the

Republican National Convention.

The Russian ambassador also met twice with then-Sen. Jeff Sessions, now Trump’s attorney general, and discussed sanctions

with Trump’s incoming national security adviser, Michael Flynn, during the presidential transition — a conversation that later

led to Flynn’s resignation.

Russian government officials have rejected the notion that any contacts with Trump’s campaign or business were directed by

the government or part of any effort to interfere with the U.S. presidential election.

Trump in the past denied that he or his associates communicated with Russia during the campaign. Now, he and his allies are

seeking to minimize the importance of the contacts that have emerged.

“I think the American public can fully appreciate that those are isolated, obviously disconnected events, quite small in number

for a presidential campaign,” said Ty Cobb, a White House lawyer. “Nothing about the actual facts published to date suggests



that the president while he was a candidate ever met a Russian, ever spoke to a Russian, or colluded with anybody.”

Experts who have studied Russian tactics see something different: a picture emerging of a concerted and multifaceted Kremlin

effort to infiltrate Trump’s campaign.

“You’ve got some consistency here in terms of the Russian tradecraft . . . the general pattern of Russians appearing to try to

find soft spots, to find the soft underbelly of the campaign to make contact,” said Steve Hall, who retired from the CIA in 2015

after 30 years running and managing Russia operations. “I just think there’s way too much smoke out there for there to be

absolutely no fire.”

Even if there was fire from the Russian side, it remains unclear how those within the Trump campaign reacted. In the case of

Papadopoulos, new court filings show he shared his contacts with the Russians in at least one meeting with Trump and

Sessions and other times with Trump’s campaign manager and lower-level staffers. At times, according to emails described to

The Post, he was rebuffed. But in one August 2016 email exchange cited by prosecutors, national campaign co-chairman Sam

Clovis encouraged Papadopoulos to meet with Russian officials, writing, “Make the trip, if it is feasible.”

The release of the Papadopoulos guilty plea came amid a dramatic week in Washington that underscored the potential peril for

Trump and his inner circle and revealed more details of Russia’s apparent efforts to meddle in the U.S. election in multiple

ways.

Facebook and other social media companies provided more details about how their platforms were manipulated through what

outside researchers have said was a sophisticated campaign to mimic American political conversation with the intention of

shaping the behavior of American voters — and in some cases by remotely organizing political rallies in U.S. cities.

Facebook, for instance, acknowledged that on its platform alone, posts created by Russian operatives may have been seen by

as many as 126 million users. That’s in addition to 11 million potentially reached by Russian-bought Facebook ads, and

20 million by posts on Instagram, which Facebook owns. Facebook has said it is working to improve the security of its

platform.

The use of social media came in addition to elements of the Russian operation that were identified months ago by the U.S.

intelligence community — including the hacking of emails from the Democratic National Committee and Democratic officials

that were spread during the campaign’s final months via WikiLeaks.

The first sign that Russians might have been interested in connecting with Trump came soon after his June 2015

announcement that he was running for president.

At a town hall meeting in Las Vegas the following month, a young Russian gun rights activist named Maria Butina found her

way to a microphone and asked the Republican candidate to describe his foreign policy, “especially in the relations with my

country.”



Trump promised that if elected he would improve relations. “I know Putin and I’ll tell you what, we get along with Putin,”

Trump said.

Butina, who did not respond to requests for comment last week, told The Post in April that her question to Trump was

“happenstance” and that she has never been an employee of the Russian government.

As the campaign progressed, Trump broke with the skepticism of Moscow embraced by the foreign policy establishment in

both parties. He consistently expressed admiration for Putin, questioned long-held assumptions about future support for

NATO and the value of sanctions against Russia for its invasion of Crimea.

Some with long personal and business ties to Russia practically elbowed their way into the campaign.

Manafort, a longtime Republican operative, had not been involved in a U.S. political campaign for years until he tracked down

one of Trump’s oldest friends, Thomas J. Barrack Jr., not long after Trump lost the Iowa cau cuses and asked to be connected.

“Paul came to me and said, ‘I really need to get to [Trump], I think I can be really effective at the convention,’ ” Barrack said in

a recent interview.

He was hired in March 2016 and named campaign chairman two months later.

Manafort, who was charged last week as part of Mueller’s probe with money laundering, making false statements and failing to

register as a foreign lobbyist, had worked for Russia-friendly politicians in Ukraine and had in the past undertaken

multimillion-dollar business deals with Russian aluminum magnate Oleg Deripaska.

Manafort pleaded not guilty, and his attorney told reporters that the charges were “ridiculous.”

During his five months working for the Trump campaign, he had repeated contact with a Russian employee of his Kiev office,

including two in-person meetings.

The assistant, Konstantin Kilimnik, is a Russian army veteran who has told associates that he used to work with Russian

military intelligence. Kilimnik, in a statement earlier this year to The Post, denied intelligence ties.

Over email, Manafort asked Kilimnik to pass a message to Deripaska, offering “private briefings” about Trump’s campaign.

Manafort’s spokesman has said the emails represented an “innocuous” effort to collect past debts, and he had envisioned

“routine” briefings for Deripaska. A spokeswoman for Deripaska has said that he never received the message and that no

briefings were held.

In court papers released last week, prosecutors said Manafort and a “Russian national who is a long-standing employee” of

Manafort’s lobbying firm served as “beneficial owners and signatories” on bank accounts that Manafort used to shift money



around the world. The description matches Kilimnik. They also said his company has employees in both Ukraine and Moscow

and noted his “connections to Ukrainian and Russian oligarchs.”

Page, one of Trump’s campaign foreign policy advisers, had lived and worked in Moscow and produced a trail of writings

proposing repairing relations between the United States and Russia.

Like Manafort, Page volunteered himself to the campaign, snagging an introduction from New York Republican chairman Ed

Cox. Cox, who told The Post in May that Page had reached out to him in early 2016 asking to be connected to the Trump

campaign, described Page as “very informed and up to date on things.”

Trump announced Page’s role in March 2016, and in July, Page traveled to Moscow and spoke at a Russian university.

Other than briefly greeting a deputy minister who attended his speech, Page has denied government contacts on the trip and

said scrutiny of him is the result of Democratic persecution for his pro-Trump views. Page answered questions last week

before the House Intelligence Committee, which is expected to release a transcript in the coming days.

Papadopoulos, too, appears to have volunteered himself, first to the campaign of another Republican presidential candidate,

Ben Carson, and later to Trump’s team.

Court documents show that he had repeated contacts with a Russian woman and a man with ties to Russia’s Foreign Ministry,

starting days after he was named a Trump adviser in March 2016 and extending for months.

In April, he was told by a London-based professor that the Russians had dirt on Clinton, including thousands of her emails.

Other Russia contacts came through more established members of Trump’s world.

Cohen, a lawyer for the Trump Organization and a close confidant of the president, fielded two requests during the campaign

from Russians interested in building a Trump Tower in Moscow.

Cohen quickly declined one that arrived in late 2015, a proposal submitted through an intermediary on behalf of a billionaire

Russian property developer.

But Cohen was engaged on the other Russian tower proposal, which came from Moscow developer Andrei Rozov and has

recently drawn Mueller’s attention. That plan had come to Cohen through a friend, a Russian American former Trump

business partner named Felix Sater, who Cohen has said encouraged him to make visits to Russia.

Trump signed a letter of intent to further explore the proposal with Rozov’s company in October 2015.

Rozov has not responded to requests for comment.



Sater has acknowledged the effort, saying it was “abandoned” by the Trump Organization. Sater’s attorney, Robert Wolf,

declined to comment.

Cohen has said that he never visited Russia and that the tower plan, which was canceled in January 2016, was “simply one of

many development opportunities” the Trump Organization has fielded over the years. His attorney declined to comment.

Meanwhile, Kislyak, Russia’s ambassador to the United States, was seeking to reach out to Trump’s circle.

After attending a foreign policy address from the rising candidate in April 2016, where he briefly greeted Trump and was

seated in the front row, Kislyak then met at an event on the sidelines of Republican National Convention with Trump aides

Page and Gordon. Gordon has said the interaction was brief and took place at an event that drew dozens of diplomats. The

ambassador also met at another event with Sessions.

Sessions met again with Kislyak in his Capitol Hill office in September. Sessions has said he accepted the meeting in his role as

a senator rather than as a representative of the campaign.

The Kislyak meeting with Kushner during the presidential transition, in which the two discussed setting up the secret

communications channel, has also drawn the interest of investigators. The Post reported earlier this year that Kushner

suggested using Russian diplomatic facilities in an apparent effort to protect their discussions from monitoring and that

Kislyak reported the idea to his superiors in Moscow, according to intercepts of Russian communications that were reviewed

by U.S. officials.

Mueller’s team is also probing the Trump Tower meeting held by Trump Jr. and the Russian lawyer, interviewing one of the

participants before a grand jury in August.

Trump Jr. has said he believes the Russian attorney sought the gathering under false pretenses, that she shared no

information about Clinton and that he had no further communication with her or her representatives.

But it was not Trump Jr.’s only interaction with people tied to Moscow during the campaign.

A top Russian central bank official and former lawmaker, Alexander Torshin, told Bloomberg News that he sat with Trump Jr.

at a National Rifle Association dinner in spring 2016, although a White House official has said the two exchanged only a brief

greeting.

Then, in October, just weeks before the election, Trump Jr. delivered a paid speech in Paris to the Center of Political and

Foreign Affairs, a French think tank that advocates the Russian position on some foreign policy issues.

Randa Kassis, a founder of the group, told The Post on Friday that she went to Moscow shortly after the November election

and briefed Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Mikhail Bogdanov on the speech.



Trump Jr.’s speech in Paris was first reported by the Wall Street Journal. Alan Futerfas, a lawyer for Trump Jr., declined to

comment.

Some potential contacts with Russians are not fully understood.

The United Arab Emirates arranged a secret meeting shortly before Trump’s inauguration between Blackwater founder Erik

Prince and a Russian close to Putin as part of an apparent effort to establish a back-channel line of communication between

Moscow and the president-elect, U.S., European and Arab officials told The Post earlier this year. Prince had no formal role

with the Trump campaign or transition team, and a Prince spokesman that the meeting “had nothing to do with President

Trump.” But officials told The Post that Prince presented himself as an unofficial envoy for Trump to high-ranking Emiratis

involved in setting up his meeting with the Putin confidant.

Butina, the woman who had first questioned Trump about Russia after he became a candidate, reappeared later in the

campaign.

She was part of a group that sought a meeting with the campaign in June 2016 to discuss the persecution of Christians around

the world, according to Rick Clay, a politically connected former Iraq War contractor who conveyed the request to the

campaign. Clay said Trump adviser Rick Dearborn turned down the request, which was first reported by CNN.

“They made the right call,” Clay said.

Alice Crites, Craig Timberg, Greg Miller and Devlin Barrett in Washington and James McAuley in Paris contributed to this

report.
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The Washington Post broke the story Tuesday night that the Hillary Clinton campaign and the
Democratic National Committee helped pay for that now-famous dossier of research on President
Trump. 

The Post's Adam Entous, Devlin Barrett and Rosalind S. Helderman report that powerful Democratic
attorney Marc E. Elias retained the firm Fusion GPS for information, and Fusion GPS later hired
Christopher Steele, a former British intelligence agent who was versed in Russia-related issues. 

The dossier, which was published by BuzzFeed News in January, has been partially confirmed, though
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people? And why will he never admit what is now obvious, that Russia interfered in our election? His
utter refusal to promise that he won't prevent Russia from doing it again in the future is in itself a
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Check out Seth Abramson on Twitter ... he explains everything. 
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Russia has saturated most key decision makers in the White House....its like a bloodless Coup' 

But even worse is the complete takeover of our Federal Government by BIG MONEY and GREED.
trump and the Republican Party personifies GREED and its destroying our Government...destroying
our Democracy...destroying our nation and the working class are again the victims!!! 
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The only near unanimous legislation passed by both houses of Congress was legislation designed to
prevent trump from removing the Russian sanctions. In itself that legislation tells America that trump
can not be trusted to take America's side against the Russians. 
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Sarah Huckabee Sanders just took on the entire White House press corps and kicked all their behinds
across the room. 
She wiped the floor with them and that is not an easy thing to do. 
Sure Sarah makes it look easy but these are rabid, foaming at the mouth anti-Trump reporters who
want nothing more than to inflict maximum damage on President Trump. 
Advertisement 

And today they were ready to pounce. Because Mueller finally charged Paul Manafort in the worst
kept secret in Washington. 
But there was a shocker today that gave the press some hope they could trap Sarah. Didn’t work,
Sarah is just too good. 
What happened was the Justice Department announced that George Papadopoulos, a one-time
volunteer for the Trump campaign, pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI. 
Which is a crime. 
But the press wanted to turn this into proof against Trump and Sarah stopped them dead in their
tracks with 1 brutal fact. 
“It has nothing to do with the activities of the campaign, it has to do with his failure to tell the truth.
That doesn’t have anything to do with the campaign or the campaign’s activities,” Sarah said. 
“This individual was the member of a volunteer council that met one time over the course of a year …
He was not paid by the campaign. He was a volunteer on a council that met once. He reached out and
nothing happened beyond that, which I think shows, one, his level of importance in the campaign,
and shows what little role he had in coordinating anything officially for the campaign,” she concluded. 

The truth hurts media but in this case it is fake narrative destroying. 
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"We covered it during the 2016 presidential campaign, when Donald Trump falsely accused
former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton of giving away U.S. uranium rights to the Russians
and claimed — without evidence — that it was done in exchange for donations to the Clinton
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and claimed  without evidence  that it was done in exchange for donations to the Clinton
Foundation." 
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Read them and weep trumpkin. 
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She is not only a corrupt criminal, she is despicably incompetent. 
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Ms. Sanders lost her credibility long ago. 
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You could not shine Miss Sarahs shoes. You are so naïve. 
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Is that what she puts around her eyes - shoe polish? 
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The next question is why would trump hire a lying Russian operative to be his campaign manager?
If you brag that you only hire the best are you talking about the best liars? 
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